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ABSTRACT
In highly interactive multimedia applications startup latency
is significant, and may negatively impact performance and
Quality of Service (QoS). To avoid this, our approach is to ad-
mit whole multimedia sessions instead of single media streams.
For the prediction of the varying resource demands within
a session, which are mainly correlated to user behavior, we
model user behavior as Continuous Time Markov Chains
(CTMCs). In this paper, we propose a mathematical analy-
sis of the CTMC model. This allows to anticipate possible
overload and in turn to plan an admission control policy. As
a result, our approach provides better control on the tradeoff
between server utilization and QoS. Simulation studies con-
firm this capability.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive multimedia presentations are fundamental to

many advanced application domains, like home entertainment
(e.g., news on demand, interactive VoD, action games), e-
commerce (e.g., electronic product catalogs), education and
training (e.g., computer-based training - CBT), and multime-
dia production (e.g., video editing). In these applications,
users interact frequently with the system for a variety of ac-
tivities, including VCR-control and request for typically short
media chunks, such as video scenes or text documents, and
the selection of media combinations (e.g., synchronized au-
dio and video). In the following, we understand a multimedia
session as a user's successive requests of different media ob-
jects to fulfill his information needs for a specific content.

The presentation time of selected media objects is typi-
cally very short in these applications. High startup latency in
between subsequent presentations are thus not tolerable [12],
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and intra- and intermedia synchronisation requirements must
also be considered.

Admission control mechanisms are used to limit the num-
ber of clients to be served in order to meet each clients' Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) requirements and to achieve high re-
source utilization. Most classical admission control mecha-
nisms, like those for video-on-demand applications, handle
requests for a single media stream playout. In this case, the
resource requirements are pre-specified in terms of constant
rate or rate deviations [23] and calculated by stochastic ([18],
[28]) or deterministic approaches ([27], [20]).

For highly interactive applications, the admission of single
streams leads to intolerable startup delays within a multime-
dia session at high system load. We claim that admission con-
trol for such applications has to be granted at session level to
reduce startup latency. But a session-oriented admission con-
trol schema needs to adequately take into account the highly
varying resource requirements. These do not only vary due
to bursty VBR-media presentations [21] and VCR-control,
but also to users' selections of media objects (that can be en-
coded in different formats) and media object combinations to
present.

To analyze the resource consumption of interactive multi-
media sessions, we first develop a user behavior model which
exploits domain specific knowledge. Second, we utilize the
model to stochastically predict resource demands for admis-
sion control purpose. In our approach, we do not consider
system component specific properties, such as disk bandwidth
or buffer space, but we assume that system resources are
available in terms of throughput of a multimedia system.

Our model restricts the subset of media that can be re-
quested within a multimedia session. This is realistic, for
example, when a user retrieves its media objects via a query.
Another example is a preorchestrated SMIL document in
which the temporal order and possible interaction points are
predetermined [29]. In our approach, we represent an uncer-
tain user behavior by means of a Continuous Time Markov
Chain (CTMC) model [25], which enables to stochastically
represent the presentation times of media objects and the in-
teraction probabilities. In previous work, we demonstrated
how the parameters of a CTMC can be deduced by employ-
ing application domain knowledge. For example, for video
browsing the user behavior can be heuristically specified from
a ranked query result list [2]. In [14], we specified how user
behavior in electronic multimedia catalogs can be monitored
and applied to data mining technologies. The main difficulty
is that heuristic assumptions on how the users behave with
regard to their interaction possibilities are required.

Future resource needs are stochastically predicted for a
look-ahead time window based on the user behavior model.



The time window can be analyzed at various granularity lev-
els. This prediction is then employed for admission control,
when the server tests whether an overload situation occurs
due to the admission of a pending client.

The level of granularity depends on various factors, like the
ratio of total system resources and clients' resource require-
ments, the distribution of the resource requirements within a
session, and the stability of the deviation patterns. For a large
number of clients with uniform behavior, a simple method
based on average resource consumption may suffice. Such a
method is proposed in [2], where equilibrium analysis for the
video browsing scenario is employed. However, equilibrium
analysis can only be applied to specifically structured, so-
called closed, CTMCs and is therefore more useful for long-
lasting sessions.

For fewer clients with large deviations in consumptions, a
more fine-grained analysis can be beneficial or even crucial.
In this paper, we focus on a fine-grained admission control
strategy. We perform a transient analysis on the CTMC that
is much more precise than the equilibrium analysis, and is ap-
plicable to all types of CTMCs. As an additional advantage,
the method is also flexibly adaptable to different application
requirements by adjusting the time granularity in which the
analysis is performed. Large timesteps smooth out the data
rates and are adequate in scenarios with more uniform data
rate demands, while decreasing the timesteps “zooms into”
the temporal structure of the multimedia presentations, thus
allowing more detailed predictions on resource consumption.
In this paper, we focus on the mathematical analysis of the
model.

The further content of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, we give a survey of the related work. We present
our approach in detail, in Section 3, and show simulation
results obtained by using our admission control strategy in
Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude the paper with a result
summary and some open issues.

2. RELATED WORK
Typically, admission control mechanism are classified by

the service guarantees (i.e., predictive, stochastic, determin-
istic), and the system resources that are taken into account
(e.g., buffer space, disk I/O, etc.). In the following, we take
another focus and classify related work by the general idea
behind. We evaluate approaches that support VCR-inter-
actions or multimedia sessions with frequent changes in re-
source demands. However, there is no related work that cov-
ers both, interactivity and media object compositions, appro-
priately.

VCR-support for single streams can be given by a priori
reservation of separate server bandwidth ([9], [3]), but leads
to low system utilization or low QoS in case of highly vary-
ing resource demands. The smoothing of data rates for VCR-
interactions aims to achieve a relatively constant workload
([24], [6], [5]). This proceeding is restricted to VCR-inter-
actions, since it would lead to unacceptable quality degra-
dations of media with originally high resource demands. A
straightforward way for VCR-support is to re-admit by pri-
orities at interaction points to reduce startup latency in case
of high system load ([22], [8]). The problem here is that
high variations in consumption rates due to media switches
are neglected. Server caching for VCR-interactions ([30],
[3]) needs applications with high probabilities for the access
of same media data, such as news on demand.

Re-admission at media switches is proposed in [12] by

adressing interactive hypermedia sessions consisting of dis-
crete and continuous data requests. This works well for low
workload (e.g., 50 percent), but startup latency gets intolera-
ble for higher workload.

From pre-orchestrated presentations knowledge on the ex-
act resource demands can be employed when the users are
not allowed to control the presentation process interactively.
This information can be used for admission of whole multi-
media sessions, as realized in the following. Prefetching and
replication heuristics in multidisk environments are proposed
in [10]. The goal is to achieve low latency for few additional
memory requirements, assuming that disk bandwidth is the
scarce system resource. This idea is not applicable for our
purpose, since interactions are not allowed at all. The goal
in [31] is to determine a starting point for a session so that
no bottlenecks occur. The basic reservation model does not
consider user interactions, but following extensions for in-
teractions are suggested: (1) the specification of a minimum
upper bound which is not efficient for our purpose and (2)
re-admission at media switches as discussed previously. An-
other schema for the admission of composite multimedia pre-
sentations is proposed in [4]. The servers' buffer space is the
critical, limited system resource. They briefly propose two
extensions for interactive applications, namely re-admission
at media switches and a priory reservation.

Observation-based admission. The general idea here is to
assume that the past behavior is an indicator for the future.
This approach can be employed for single media streams [26]
as well as for whole multimedia sessions ([16], [13]). It is ap-
plicable for a large number of parallel sessions with even ac-
cess patterns, but problems occur at low capacity with bursty
or unpredictable client behavior.

A more detailed analysis of related work can be found in
[11].

3. APPROACH
In the following we describe a stochastic admission con-

trol strategy for multimedia presentation scenarios. Our ap-
proach, called Admission Control Based On Stochastic Pre-
diction (ACSP), rests upon the prediction of the overload prob-
ability at the server resulting from the admission of an addi-
tional client. The precision of the prediction in terms of fine-
granular time-intervals can be flexibly adapted by choosing
the length of the rounds which will be statistically analyzed
one by one. In this section, we describe the user behavior
model representing an interactive session, the admission con-
trol system architecture, and the statistical approach to re-
source usage prediction.

3.1 Modelling of interactive client sessions
For modelling of user behaviors, we assign to each client

an application class c (c = 0; :::; C � 1) which is further dif-
ferentiated into a finite number of states i (i = 0; :::; Sc � 1)
representing the different presentation modes. Each client is
allowed to switch between the states of his class. At each
point in time, a client is assigned to a unique current state.
In our context a transition from one state to another is inter-
preted as an interaction of the client leading to another pre-
sentation mode.

Each class c models a set of clients with similar behav-
iors. This means that the duration times in the states, the data
rates requested on average and the transition behavior of the
clients belonging to class c are either identical or similar. The
model can be flexibly used for different desired levels of ac-



curacy, by combining subsets of clients according to different
degrees of similarity in their behaviors.

For illustration purposes, we give the concrete example for
a preorchestrated interactive multimedia application, where
the temporal and spatial relationships of components within
a session are modelled. In Figure 1 the nodes relate to pre-
sentation of media objects and the arrows represent the possi-
ble user interactions, i.e., a user selects another media object
for presentation. Since our main problems to be solved in
this paper are user interactions in general, we will neglect
VCR-modelling, which is only one specific case. However,
VCR-interactions can be simply added to each playback state
by additional VCR-mode states and the corresponding tran-
sition probabilites to these states.

state 0
(Start)

state 1
(audio & video)

state 2
(text)

state 4

State 6

(image & audio)

(audio & video)
state 3

state 5
(video & video & audio)

(End)

Figure 1: Example of a Preorch. MM Document

3.2 State Transitions and Data Rates
The transitions between the states of a client class are mod-

elled as a stochastic process Xc(t). Xc(t) indicates the state
of a client of class c at time t. For statistically modelling the
state transition system, we use the Continuous Time Markov
Chain model (CTMC). Such a process is stationary, time-
continuous, and has the Markovian Property, i.e., it is memory-
less. In scenarios with high user interaction probabilities, the
CTMC assumption is realistic. For our model, the Markovian
property means the following: If a client of class c leaves
state i, the probability of his moving to state j is always pcij ,
no matter how he attained state i. For the pcij , which will sub-
sequently be called time-independent transition probabilities,
the following equations hold:

Sc�1X
j=0;j 6=i

p
c
ij = 1: (1)

If a client moves to state j of class c, he stays there for a
time interval being exponentially distributed with parameter
vcj , independent of how he reached state j. We will subse-
quently call the vcj leaving rates.

The implementation of the ACSP requires the identifica-
tion of the classes and their corresponding states, as well as
the determination of the parameters pcij and vcj . The latter
could possibly be carried out by means of observation. In the
subsequent part of this paper, we therefore assume that the
time-independent transition probabilities as well as the leav-
ing rates are known.

We distinguish two different types of states the client may
reside in, namely active states, in which they request data at
a specific data rate, and idle states, in which they are inactive.
In active states, the requested average data amount per round
for a client of class c is described by the random variable

Nci. We assume Nci to be rectangularly distributed, with
minimum uci and maximum vci.

We consider the rectangular distribution for modelling the
active states to be appropriate as it describes a corridor which
the requested data amounts fall into. The width of this cor-
ridor vci � uci captures the variability of the data rates re-
quested by the clients. In the idle states, the clients request
with probability 1 no data.

3.3 Implementation of the admission con-
trol module

Within the admission control module, we predict the prob-
ability of a situation in which the given server resources are
smaller than the amount of resources requested by the clients.
Such a situation is called overload. Our prediction is per-
formed for a look-ahead time window W starting at time
tstart. We further divide W into rounds which all have the
same length lr (see Figure 2). The statistical analysis in the
prediction is performed for each round separately.

tstart { { { 

window W

time

lr

Figure 2: Time Window for Resource Prediction

In this analysis, the random variable Tts is the time the
server needs in the round starting at time tstart + t for serv-
ing the data requested by all clients to be served on average.
Then an overload is the probability that Tts is greater than
lr . Thus, for each of the rounds in W , we calculate an up-
per bound ub(t) for the probability that, within this round, an
overload situation occurs. For ub(t) the following holds:

ub(t) � P (T t
s > lr) (2)

The calculation of ub(t) is the essential part in the ACSP.
It is performed in two separate steps (see Figure 3). First, in
a prognosis module 1, a matrix M(t) is calculated which de-
scribes the predicted number of clients in each state of each
class for the round beginning at time t including the client
to be admitted. Second, in a prognosis module 2, M(t) is
used to calculate ub(t). Note that this analysis can be pre-
computed and thereby computational overhead at admission
time is reduced.

ub(t)
yes

yes
reject client

M(t)

no

t: = tstart

ub(t) > plim

t:= t+ l
Module I

Module II

r
Prognosis

accept client

tstart+ t <= W
no

Figure 3: Flow Diagram of the ACSP Mechanism

Figure 3 shows how the admission control within the ACSP
proceeds on the arrival of a new client. At the beginning of



the ACSP process the time parameter t is set to the value
tstart, i.e., to the beginning of the first round withinW . Next,
within the prognosis modules 1 and 2, the upper bound ub(t)
for that first round is calculated. This value is then compared
with a value plim representing the maximal overload prob-
ability the system is willing to accept without rejecting the
client. The value plim is a configuration parameter show-
ing how optimistic or pessimistic the admission control pro-
ceeds. High values for plim lead to a larger number of admit-
ted clients and therefore to more frequent overload situations.
If ub(t) is greater than plim, the client is rejected, otherwise
the time parameter t is increased by lr, the matrix M(t+ lr)
and the upper bound ub(t+ lr) are calculated, and the algo-
rithm proceeds as described before. If, for none of the rounds
within W , the calculated upper bound of the overload prob-
ability is greater than plim, the new client is accepted to ser-
vice. Otherwise, if ub(t) exceeds plim for a single round, the
client is rejected.

3.4 The determination of M(t) in prognosis
module 1

The objective of the calculations within prognosis module
1 is to determine the matrix M(t). M(t) is a C � S ma-
trix with non-negative integers. S is the maximum number
of states a class contains. An element mt

ci of M(t) repre-
sents the estimated number of clients being in state i of class
c at the round beginning at time t. For the calculation of
M(tstart), all admitted clients as well as the actual client re-
questing for admission are taken into account. We assume
for the calculation that none of the clients will leave the sys-
tem during the time window W , i.e., the following equations
must hold:

Sc�1X
i=0

m
t
ci =

Sc�1X
i=0

m
tstart
ci (3)

If, contrary to our assumption, one client stops requesting
the server during the time window W , the predictions do not
become invalid but only more conservative.

To calculate M(t), we first determine the time-dependent
transition probabilities pcij(t).

p
c
ij(t) = P (Xc(t) = jjXc(0) = i) (4)

As the transition process Xc(t) is stationary and has the
Markovian Property, the pcij(t) can be interpreted as the prob-
ability that the client moves from state i to state j within t

time units.
The pcij(t) must be clearly distinguished from the known

pcij . Whereas pcij indicates the probability that a client of
class c will eventually move from state i to state j, pcij(t)
indicates the probability that a client of class c will move
from state i to state j within time t.

The pcij(t) can be calculated via the uniformization method
[25] using the given pcij as well as the given leaving rates vcj
as follows:

p
c
ij =

(
vci
vc
pcij ; j 6= i

1�
vci
vc
; j = i

(5)

p
c
ij(t) =

1X
k=0

e
�vt (vt)

k

k!
p
c(k)
ij (6)

with pc(k)ij =

Sc�1X
s=0

p
c(k�1)
is p

c
sj

p
c(0)
ss = 1

p
c(0)
sj = 0 for j 6= s

v
c � v

c
i 8 i = 0; � � �Sc � 1

Next, we use the pcij(t) to calculate the matrixM(t) giving
the expected values for the numbers of clients in the individ-
ual states of the different classes.

M(t) =

0
@ mt

0;0 � � � mt
0;S�1

� � � � � � � � �
mt

C�1;0 � � � mt
C�1;S�1

1
A (7)

with mt
ci =

Sc�1X
k=0

m
tstart
ck p

c
ki(t)

m
tstart
ci 2M(tstart)

t 2 f0; lr; 2lr; � � � ; (W � 1)lrg

Finally, we obtain M(t) by rounding the values of the ele-
ments of M(t).

3.5 The determination of ub(t) in prognosis
module 2

Based on the matrix M(t), we can calculate the upper
bound ub(t) according to equation (2). To achieve this, we
first introduce a random variable Nt representing the amount
of data the admitted clients and the new client request on av-
erage in the round starting at time tstart + t. We further
assume that the following relationship between Nt and T t

s

holds:

T
t
s =

N t

capacity
(8)

Equation (8) expresses a linear relationship between the
amount of data the server has to transmit to the client and
the time it takes the server to execute this transmission. The
parameter capacity is a constant that gives the data amount
the server is able to deliver in a single round1. To calculate
ub(t), we use the Chernov Inequality [15] which has the form

P (Y � x) � inf
��0

e
(��x)

GY (�) (9)

The Chernov inequality has been proven to be a good up-
per bound for many practical problems, such as in [19]. In
this inequality, GY (�) is the so-called Moment Generating
Function of Y which is defined as [15]:

GY (�) =

1Z
�1

e
�y
fY (y)dy (10)

with fY (y) : density function of random variable Y

1We abstract from resource specific parameters, like buffer
size, disk seek and transfer time, and rotational latency.



Between the Moment Generating Function GY and the so-
called Laplace Transformation F�Y (�) the following relation-
ship exists [15]:

GY (�) = F
�
Y (��) (11)

Inequality (9) applied to equation (2), leads to

ub(t) = inf
��0

(e��lrGT ts
(�)) (12)

with inf��0(e
��lrGT ts

(�)) � P (T t
s > lr)

Thus, to find ub(t), we first have to solve the problem of
how to determineGT ts

(�), i.e., the Moment Generating Func-
tion of T t

s . To achieve this, we proceed as follows: First, we
express T t

s in terms of known random variables. Then, we
use this expression to calculate the Laplace Transformation
of T t

s and derive from this Laplace Transformation the de-
sired Moment Generating Function using equation (11).

For the first step, we observe that the random variable Nt

for the total data consumption can be computed from the
matrix M(t) and the known random variables Nci for the
amount of data a client on average requests in one round if he
is in state i of class c, as follows:

N
t =

C�1X
c=0

Sc�1X
i=0

mt
ciX

k=1

Nci (13)

Thus, according to equation (8) Tts can be rewritten as fol-
lows:

T
t
s =

1

capacity

C�1X
c=0

Sc�1X
i=0

mt
ciX

k=1

Nci (14)

Next, we define a random variable Mci as follows:

Mci =
1

capacity
Nci (15)

We have to distinguish between the idle and the active
states of the clients. Within the latter, Mci is rectangularly
distributed, and the parameters u0ci and v0ci corresponding to
the minimum and maximum of the rectangular distribution
of Mci as well as the distribution function can directly be
deduced from those of Nci:

P (Mci � x) =

8><
>:

0; �1 < x � u0ci
x�u0ci
v0
ci
�u0

ci

u0ci < x < v0ci

1; v0ci � x

(16)

with u0cs =
ucs

capacity
; v

0
cs =

vcs

capacity

For the idle states, the random variable Mci has the value
zero. Therefore, we can rewrite Tts in terms of known random
variables as follows:

T
t
s =

C�1X
c=0

Sc�1X
i=0

mt
ciX

k=1

Mci (17)

This is the form of T t
s that we can use to calculate the

Laplace Transformation of Tts . This calculation is based on

the following observations [15]: The density function of a
sum of random variables is equal to the convolution of the
density functions of the individual terms of the sum. The
Laplace Transformation of a convolution is equal to the prod-
uct of the Laplace Transformations of the individual terms of
the convolution, where the convolution is defined as [15]:

conv(y) =
1R
�1

fX1
(y � x2 � � � � � xn) � � � �

� � � � fX2
(x2) � � � � � fXn(xn)dxn

with fXi
: density function of term i

n : number of terms

Using equation (17), we can therefore calculate the Laplace
Transformation F�T ts (�) of T t

s as follows:

F �T ts
(�) =

F �M0;0
(�)m

t
0;0 �� � � � F �M0;Sc�1

(�)m
t
0;Sc�1

�� � � �

F �MC�1;0
(�)m

t
C�1;0 �� � � � F �MC�1;Sc�1

(�)m
t
C�1;Sc�1

(18)

In this context F�Mc;i
(�) represents the Laplace Transfor-

mation of the random variable Mci. As the exponents of
the individual factors are the elements of the known matrix
M(t), the search for F�T ts (�) can be reduced to determining
F �Mc;i

(�), which has the following form:

F
�
Mc;i

(�) = e
��u0

ci�e��v0
ci

�(v0
ci
�u0

ci
)

(active states)

F
�
Mc;i

(�) = 1 (idle states) (19)

Having determined F�T ts (�) the Moment Generating Func-
tion GT ts

(�) can be calculated using equation (11). Finally,
we compute ub(t) of equation (12) by a polynomial approx-
imation.

4. SIMULATIONS

4.1 Simulation scenarios
For evaluation purposes, we model preorchestrated inter-

active multimedia presentations with highly varying resource
requirements. As components of the presentations, we use
three different media formats, namely the video formats
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 and the audio format MP3 [1]. We
assume that an MPEG-1 video has a mean data rate of 1.5
Mbit/s. For an MPEG-2 encoded video, we assume a mean
data rate of 4.5 Mbit/s. Both video formats are considered
to be hardware encoded with a fixed IPB-pattern. Therefore,
we assume the rates within a video stream to be rectangu-
larly distributed with maximum or minimum values 20 per
cent above or below the average data rate. We assume au-
dio streams with CD-quality to be MPEG-1 encoded. For
MP3 encoded audio streams, we use a data rate of 130 Kbit/s.
Since text documents, images and VRML scenes require a
relatively low amount of data in comparison with time-
dependent media like audio and video, we ignore them within
our simulations. The resource requirements of the different
media formats are summarized in Table 1.

In our simulations, we consider three different application
classes. The first one consists of 9 different states (see Fig-
ure 4). The values next to the arrows represent the time-



Media Format Mean Data Rate Distribution Rate Deviation

MPEG-1 1.5 Mbit/s rectangular 0.2
MPEG-2 4.5 Mbit/s rectangular 0.2

MP3 130 Kbit/s rectangular 0.2

Table 1: Resource Requirements

independent transition probabilities. Table 2 includes the me-
dia combinations, the mean data rates and the mean holding
times of the users, within the single states of class 1.
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Figure 4: Class 1: States and Transitions

The second class represents a multimedia presentation con-
sisting of 4 different states with extremely high variations in
the requested data rates. The mean data rate in state 2, for
example, is more than 80 times larger than that of states 0
and 3. The simulation parameters within the states of class 2
are summarized in Table 3. The time-independent transition
probabilities are shown in Figure 5.

Finally the simulation parameters of the third class are
summarized in Figure 5 and in Table 4, respectively. In this
class which consists of 4 different states, the variations in the
requested data rates are not as high as those in class 2. By de-
fault, an equal combination of these three classes is employed
for simulation purpose.
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Figure 5: Class 2 (left side) and Class 3 (right side)

4.2 Experimental testbed
In our simulations, the time interval between the arrival of

two successive clients in a given class is exponentially dis-
tributed. For each class, the parameter of the distribution is
0.05, i.e., every 20 seconds a new client asks for admission,
on average. The presentation times of the clients are also
exponentially distributed with a parameter of 0.003, i.e., the
average presentation time is 300 seconds for each class. The
server resources are set to 100000, that means, the server is
able to deliver 100 Mbit/s. In all experiments, 3000 rounds
are simulated. The single requests of the clients are sched-
uled according to the strategy Earliest Deadline First (EDF).
Table 5 summarizes the default simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

server resources 100000
number of rounds 3000

duration of a round 1 time unit
average arrival of new clients 20 time units
distribution of clients arrival exponential

average duration of a presentation 300 time units
distribution of presentation duration exponential

Table 5: Default Simulation Parameters

4.3 Experimental results
In this section, we present the simulation results we ob-

tained by using the ACSP. We measure the server utilization
and the ratio of requests served within their deadlines ( in-
time-ratio). Keeping the deadlines corresponds to all tem-
poral QoS parameters, i.e., startup delays as well as intra-
and intermedia constraints. This means that a startup request
has the same priority as consecutive requests. For the sim-
ulations, we do not allow spatial QoS adaptations. Another
goal of the simulations is to investigate if the ACSP leads to
a stable system behavior, i.e., if the proposed model is able to
recover from underload or overload periods. For the imple-
mentation of our simulations, we used the CSIM tool [17].

4.3.1 Experiment 1
First, we study the system behavior under variations of the

time window W and the parameter plim (see Figures 6 and
7). For time windows of length 10, 20, 30 and 40 the system
behavior becomes instable for small values of plim, i.e., the
growing number of client requests cannot be handled by the
server.

Figure 6: Server Util. for Variations of W and plim

For W � 50 the system becomes stable and it can be seen
that, for a constant plim, a larger time window leads to a
lower server utilization and to a better QoS level. This result
can be explained as follows: For growing time windows W



State Media Combinations Mean Data Rates Mean Holding Times

0 1 MP3 and 2 MPEG-1 3.13 Mbit/s 40
1 1 MP3 130 Kbit/s 30
2 1 MP3 and 1 MPEG-1 1.63 Mbit/s 20
3 1 MP3 and 2 MPEG-1 3.13 Mbit/s 100
4 2 MPEG-1 3 Mbit/s 80
5 1 MP3 and 1 MPEG-2 4.630 Mbit/s 100
6 1 MP3 130 Kbit/s 20
7 1 MP3 130 Kbit/s 100
8 1 MPEG-1 1.5 Mbit/s 100

Table 2: Class 1

State Media Combinations Mean Data Rates Mean Holding Times

0 1 MP3 130 Kbit/s 30
1 1 MP3 and 1 MPEG-1 1.63 Mbit/s 200
2 1 MP3 and 2 MPEG-2 and 1 MPEG-1 10.63 Mbit/s 300
3 1 MP3 130 Kbit/s 100

Table 3: Class 2

the ACSP estimates the overload probability for a larger num-
ber of rounds as our algorithm looks further into the future.
Thus, fewer clients are admitted to the service, the server uti-
lization decreases and the rate of requests served within their
deadlines increases.

Figure 7: In-time-ratio for Variations of W and plim

Likewise we observe that, for a constant W , a higher value
for plim leads to a lower server utilization and to a better
QoS level. This correlation can be explained as follows: A
low value for plim means that, for each round within the time
window W , the estimated overload probability will be com-
pared with this low value. In this case, it is more likely that
the estimated overload probability exceeds plim and thus a
newly arriving client is rejected than for a large plim. There-
fore, a smaller value for plim means that less clients are ad-
mitted to the service, the server utilization decreases and the
rate of requests served within their deadlines increases.

Furthermore, it can be seen that for W = 200 and W =
150 the simulations lead to the same values for the regarded
variables, i.e., our application scenario converges into an equi-
librium state for the given parameter values.

For plim = 10�8 (10�8 = 1E � 08) and W = 150,
more than 96 per cent of all requests are served within their
deadlines and the average utilization has an acceptable value

about 75 per cent. Thus, this parameter combination is a good
choice in the given scenario. If an even higher in-time-ratio is
needed plim = 10�10 can be employed leading to about 98.5
per cent of requests served within their deadlines. However,
this would most probably lead to an 8 per cent reduction of
the server utilization. Accordingly, if the in-time-ratio is of
low importance, lower values for W and/or higher values for
plim could also be preferred.

4.3.2 Experiment 2
Now, we evaluate how the system reacts if the data rate

variations in the simulations and the data rate variation as-
sumed in the ACSP model differ. We separately consider the
situations in which the maximum respectively minimum val-
ues are between 20 and 100 per cent above respectively below
the average data rate. That means that we study higher data
rate variations in the states of all classes than assumed in the
ACSP.

Figure 8: Behavior for differing Consumpt. Rates

The corresponding results for plim = 10�8 and W = 150
in Figure 8 show that a higher variation leads to nearly the
same result with respect to the server utilization and to a de-
creased value for the observed QoS level. These correlations
can be explained as follows: A high variation in the requested
data rate does not affect the average value in the long run.
Therefore, the average server utilization does not vary, ei-



State Media Combinations Mean Data Rates Mean Holding Times

0 1 MP3 130 Kbit/s 30
1 1 MP3 and 1 MPEG-1 1.63 Mbit/s 200
2 1 MP3 and 1 MPEG-1 1.63 Mbit/s 300
3 1 MP3 and 1 MPEG-1 1.63 Mbit/s 100

Table 4: Class 3

ther. On the other hand, a high variation in the requested
data rate leads to a high amount of resource requests within
single rounds. These, in turn, lead to violations of deadlines
not only within the rounds they occur but also in subsequent
rounds. Thus, the in-time-ratio decreases. Nevertheless, as
the results show, the system behavior remains stable since
the number of delayed requests are still strongly limited.

4.3.3 Experiment 3
Now, we assume that only clients of the second class are

asking for admission, i.e., the server has to deal with exces-
sively high variations in the requested data rates. The simu-
lation results for W = 100, W = 150 and different values
for plim are summarized in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Server Utilization (only Class 2)

It can be observed that, in comparison with experiment 1,
the server utilization as well as the in-time-ratio decrease.
These results are plausible because of the following consid-
erations: First, in the long run, the clients of class 2 reside in
states with low mean data rates. In these periods the overall
amount of data the server has to deliver is very low. Thus,
the average server utilization is low, too, since our approach
does not look for an optimal point in time to admit a client but
only test the consequences for an immediate admission. Such
an approach would also have drawbacks, such as to find an-
other session that enables a better system utilization exactly
until the resources of the new one will be needed. On the
other hand, as shown in experiment 2, high data rate varia-
tions typically lead to violations of deadlines in subsequent
rounds. As a result, the in-time-ratio decreases.

4.3.4 Experiment 4
Next, we evaluate how the system reacts with respect to

changes of the parameter lr (see Figure 11). In these simu-
lations, plim was set to 10�8 , and we regarded a future time
interval with a length of 150 time units. It can be seen that the
average server utilization becomes better with growing val-
ues for lr whereas the in-time-ratio decreases dramatically.

Figure 10: In-time-Ratio (only Class 2)

For lr = 10, only about two third of all requests could be
served in time. For lr � 11, the system even became in-
stable, i.e., the server could not deal with the growing re-
source claims. These results show that the granularity of the
overload prediction is a critical parameter. Large values for
lr mean that the ACSP-predictions are based on the average
client behavior and that peaks in the resource demands of
the clients are not taken into account. Thus, large values for
lr correspond with a naive admission control mechanism re-
garding only the average behavior of the clients. This exper-
iment clearly indicates that a less precise prediction in terms
of the round length is not suitable for scenarios with high data
rate variations.

Figure 11: Behavior for Changes of lr

4.3.5 Experiment 5
Finally, we study the system behavior under the assump-

tion that the real data rate distributions are normal, exponen-
tial, erlang, and hyperexponential (Hyper). The system be-
haves well for normally distributed client requests. Thus, by
employing the Central Limit theorem [7], even bursty client
behavior is covered by our model. As described in Section 3,



the ACSP assumes that the amounts of data the clients request
are rectangularly distributed. The simulation results shown
in Table 6 are very similar to those obtained in experiment
1 and show that our model is very robust against differences
between the assumed and the real data rate distributions.

We summarize our simulation results as follows: For ap-
plications with highly varying resource requirements a pre-
cise prediction in terms of studying fine-grained rounds is re-
quired. Instable system behavior could only be observed for
very small values for the parameter W and for large values
of lr. In the given environment, the time window should be
set to a value of W = 150 and the parameter lr should be
set to a value of 1 to obtain a good system behavior. With
plim set to a value of 10�8, we achieved a very good QoS
and a high server utilization, in most cases. We showed that
the ACSP mechanism is even applicable if the real requested
data rate differs from the assumed one in terms of mean vari-
ation and generating distribution function. In scenarios with
unexpected behavior, the parameter plim should be set lower
than in scenarios with more predictable behavior.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented an admission control scheme

that targets at the highly varying resource requirements of
multimedia sessions. With our session-based approach, we
are able to achieve continuous presentations and to reduce
startup latency. This is of special importance for interactive
applications with frequent media switches.

We model application classes using Continous Time Markov
Chains (CTMCs) and stochastically predict the resource us-
age within a future time interval. Simulation results show that
a high server utilization as well as a good Quality of Service
are achieved.

Future work will be focused on the following aspects: First,
we will consider specific user profiles. More precise infor-
mation on user behavior, like their preferences for a specific
content, enable a more precise parameter setting within the
ACSP. Another aspect is the integration of discrete data re-
quests (mixed workload). Especially VRML scenes seem to
be interesting in our context since, on the one hand, no 'real'
time-constraints are given, but, on the other hand, in case of
high system load, the delivery of such discrete data may be
very slow. This leads to high delays especially at the start
of a VRML presentation because at this point in time a high
amount of data is typically requested. A further topic is to
use other mathematical theories as a basis for our model. In
this context new stochastical bounds and distributions will be
studied.
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